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Why do we bias correct  GCM output before using 

it to force climate impact models? 

Force an impact model, that performs well when forced with observations, with 

unprocessed GCM output and you don’t get an acceptable result… 
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SIMPLE BIAS CORRECTION METHODS 
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•Additive bias correction  

o Improves only the means and has no effect on variance, 

skewness etc.. 

o Will not terribly mess up your projections. 
 

•Multiplicative bias correction. 

o May be set to correct mean or variances but not both. 

o Will affect the simulated climate signal. 

o May have apocalyptic effects on projections 
 

•The ‘histogram matching’ or ‘quantile mapping’ bias correction methods  

potentially correct all moments of the statistical distribution.  

 

•It uses all available information from both simulations and observations. 
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How histogram matching works 
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Histogram matching methodology 

a) Idealized histograms of simulated (solid 

line) and observed (dashed line) daily 

precipitation. 

b) Cumulative distributions. 

c) Transform function. Is determined by few 

(< 3) parameters. 

d) Transitional daily transform functions. 

e) YOU DON’T NEED TO DO ANY OF 

THIS TO CALCULATE THE TF! Just 

plot Rank of Obs. vs Rank of Sim. 
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Application  

1990-2000 January precipitation over South America corrected using 

1960-1970 transfer function.  

Model Model cor. Obs 
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Uncertainty in the bias correction (TF) 

•Fits to the transform function are associated with uncertainty 

from different sources: 
 

o Standard error associated with fit (negligible).  

 

oChoice of fitting function.  (can be made negligible, trade-off with 

 robustness) 

 

o Decadal variability of fit parameters.   (This is the big one…  and this is why 

you cross-validate!!!!!!) 
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How does uncertainty in the TF affect the 

transformed histogram? 
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Linear transfer function 

90th percentile 
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Accounting for uncertainty in the bias correction.  
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Piani and Haerter, 2012 

• Preliminary binning is done on 

temperature.   

• Univariate BC is done on 

precipitation separately for each 

bin.  

Vrac and Friederichs, 2015 

• Tested the alternate method with 

preliminary binning on 

precipitation. 
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An alternative  method for bias 

correction the joint distribution of 

precipitation and temperature is the 

JBC algorithm (Li et al. 2014). This 

method is assumes a Gamma 

distribution for precipitation and a 

Gaussian for temperature. Univariate 

BC is first applied to either variable 

and a conditional BC is then applied 

to the other. 

 

 

 

Although univariate BC gives results 

that are pleasing after visual 

inspection, an incorrect copula 

affects more complex metrics (ex. 

fire risk index, E-T). 



SCHAAKE SHUFFLE (attributed to Dr. J. Schaake 

in  Clark et al. 2004) 

The Schaake shuffle acts only on the time sequence of 

a variable. 
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Example of how the Schaake shuffle works 

Obs:                    ( 3.1, 1.2, 1.8, 2.5, 6.2) 

Rank Obs:           (    4,    1,    2,    3,    5)   

Model:                 ( 2.5, 3.1, 4.1, 2.4, 4.8)  Same 

Rank model:        (    2,    3,    4,    1,    5) 

Shuffled model:   ( 4.1, 2.4, 2.5,3.1, 4.8) 

Rank shuffled model: (    4,    1,    2,    3,    5)   

 

 

The Schaake shuffle correctly reconstructs the space-time structure of treated fields. It is 

computationally cheap and has been applied with great improvements in impact studies (Schaake et 

al. 2007). 

However problems will arise around non corrected fields. In other words, the problems are moved 

along to other variables.  

Also predicted variables are shuffled according to observed (past) rank structures. 



Empirical Copula – Bias Correction (EC-BC, Vrac and 

Friederichs, 2015) 
Uses univariate BC on the marginals and Schaake shuffle on 

the copula. 
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As explained in Vrac et Friederichs (2015), reordering the rank structure of multivariate data 

according to observations recreates, exactly by construction, the observed copula. This is the case 

also for the projected dataset! 

 

Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, univariate BC does not affect the copula* while any reordering 

obviously will not affect the marginal distributions. Hence the two steps can be taken separately.  

 

*Unless you come up with a very strange transfer function…. 



Multivariate Bias Correction Pearson and 

Spearman (MBCp and MBCr, Cannon, 2016)  

Uses an iterative process of univariate BC on the marginals 

and multivariate linear bias correction by Cholesky 

decomposition. 
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Multivariate linear bias correction by Cholesky decomposition is the multivariate version of 

standard univariate bias correction with a multiplicative and additive factor (Burger et al 2011).  

 

In practice, the multivariate model historical simulations are forced to have the same covariance 

structure as the observations.  

 

In the MBCr version, the multivariate distributions are rank distributions. 

 

The complexity of these methods is directly proportional to their computational cost. 

 



Multivariate Bias Correction N-dimensional PDF 

transform (MBCn, Cannon, 2017)  

Transfers all aspects of an observed multivariate distribution to 

a projected, simulated, multivariate distribution. 
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MBCn in a nutshell: 

First normalize variables 

then 

While (some complicate convergence metric > threshold) do 

        Step 1: random orthogonal rotation of variables. 

        Step 2: univariate BC of marginal 

        Step 3: rotate back to original variables 

end 

 

Step 1 means you are now dealing with linear combinations of former variables.  

 

The algorithm converges. Don’t ask me why but I can give you references.  

 

This algorithm was tested on projected composite indices and spatial structures.  



Observational 

Constraints  
(Sippel et al. 2016 and 

many others. These 

methods are a 

sophisticated version of 

ensemble weighting.) 
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The idea is to create, by 

somewhat random 

subsampling, an ensemble 

which is bias free in the 

variable of choice.  

 

This may be the cure for the 

“magic number effect”!! 
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Observational 

Constraints  
(Sippel et al. 2016) 



Information flow in bias correction  
Bias correction is a combination of information from model and observational sources. 

BC methods combine different kinds of information, from models or observations, in 

different proportions.  
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BC methods Observations Model 

Delta Quantile 

Mapping 

Historical univariate 

marginal (HUM) 

Signal in univariate 

marginal  

Quantile mapping HUM Bias in univariate 

marginal 

2DSBC 

JBC 

Historical bivariate  

distribution 

Bias bivariate 

distribution 

EC-BC HUMs, temporal 

structure, copula 

Bias in univariate 

marginals 

MBCp, MBCr HUMs, copula Bias in univariate 

marginals,  

MBCn Multivariate distribution Bias in multivariate 

distribution 

Observation 

constraints 

Univariate marginal of 

chosen metric 

Left as exercise to the 

reader… 



BIAS CORRECTION OF SEED BEETLE LIFESPAN WITH 

PRECIPITATION FROM SUB-SAHARAN STATION.  
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 CROSS-VALIDATION IS GOOD!!!!!  
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Possible conclusions:  

1. Beetles are excellent forecasters of sub-Saharan precipitation climatology 

2. Bias correction is simply revealing the fact that both fields have a large time independent 

component.    

……Which could it be? 



DARK LATE NIGHT THOUGHTS…….. 

Quantile mapping with the ecdf, 

xc=ecdfo
-1(ecdfm(xm))  , 

plus Schaake shuffle => Model data entirely 

substituted with observations. 

xc=xo 
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The End 
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